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Building upon the purpose, theoretical approach, and use of a Goal-Function Tree (GFT) 
being presented by Dr. Stephen B. Johnson, described in a related Infotech 2013 ISHM 
abstract titled “Goal-Function Tree Modeling for Systems Engineering and Fault 
Management”, this paper will describe the core framework used to implement the GFT-
based systems engineering process using the Systems Modeling Language (SysML). 
These two papers are ideally accepted and presented together in the same Infotech 
session. 
   
Statement of problem: SysML, as a tool, is currently not capable of implementing the 
theoretical approach described within the “Goal-Function Tree Modeling for Systems 
Engineering and Fault Management” paper cited above. More generally, SysML’s current 
capabilities to model functional decompositions in the rigorous manner required in the 
GFT approach are limited. The GFT is a new Model-Based Systems Engineering 
(MBSE) approach to the development of goals and requirements, functions, and its 
linkage to design. As a growing standard for systems engineering, it is important to 
develop methods to implement GFT in SysML. 
 
Proposed Method of Solution: Many of the central concepts of the SysML language are 
needed to implement a GFT for large complex systems. In the implementation of those 
central concepts, the following will be described in detail: changes to the nominal SysML 
process, model view definitions and examples, diagram definitions and examples, and 
detailed SysML construct and stereotype definitions.  
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the highest level of the system being modeled. The goals on this diagram will be broken 
down to a point where the system’s major phases and/or configurations become evident. 
At this point additional packages will be added to further expand the goal breakdown 
process within each of the system phases and/or configurations. The functional 
breakdown view is a modeling view, also divided into system phases and/or 
configurations that should replicate the system phases created in the goal breakdown 
view. This holds the created function diagrams associated with any elaborations between 
goals. An elaboration is a stereotyped SysML composition connection between two goals 
that indicates the need for new state variables. The state vector breakdown view is a GFT 
modeling view, divided into consistent system phase packages, with subdivided packages 
for each of the system’s physical attributes. Each subdivided package will hold a set of 
SysML objects and an activity diagram that displays the objects and their individual 
connections to other objects within the subdivided packages. These internal connections 
are to be kept consistent with the connections associated with the object state variable’s 
associated goal and function. The state vector library view is a modeling view that holds 
the vector classes that are to be stereotyped into objects held within the state vector 
breakdown view. Each of the system’s variables are to be modeled within this view’s 
subdivided packages, which are associated with types of physical attributes, and 
combined to create a vector, a set of variables, that can be used elsewhere within the 
model. This combining process utilizes the SysML inherent capabilities.  
 
Finally, each diagram within the model has specific universal traits that allow a user to 
navigate the GFT with ease. Within the goal breakdown view every goal that is 
decomposed will be made composite and a new diagram of that goal’s breakdown is 
created. This composite capability is utilized for every goal. Each new SysML 
requirements diagram that is created by the composite displays the way in which that goal 
is decomposed further down the tree. By doing this, a hierarchical goal decomposition is 
created. Also each type of artifact (goal, function, object variable, and class variable) is 
maintained within its respective view and, when needed, is deployed into another views 
diagram. “Deployed” is defined as placing an artifact on a diagram outside of the package 
that it is maintained in. 
 
Significance of the contribution: The new SysML framework to implement a GFT 
provides for a standard way to describe complex systems for both nominal and off-
nominal functionality in a single model using familiar SysML tools. By engineering 
systems for nominal and off-nominal operation in concert, instead of separately (and 
often in an ad hoc manner) as is typically done, the SysML-implemented GFT provides 
an integrated representation that enhances the ability of the designer to assess designs that 
protect against catastrophic failures. This reduces development cost and produces a more 
robust design solution. 
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